
Surf's Up Talks 

Stephen Banks 
- should be receiving today 

Patrick Clancy 
Patrick will be dealing with neural networks etc: part of work of the 1960s, interesting 
today, installation based works, communications based, exciting new possibilities. Critique 
of one aspect of media culture, certain kinds of time, with the net a data base takes on 
artificial life and dealing with time cycles, interactions drive content...draw out frame, 
project at home, where at constructing it.commercial ideas re: projects at that level--Oz is 
still underway--access to technology, Dan not coming out, some very interesting stuff to 
show--whether pull together or not--system might allow fractal growth--slides from 
installation MOMA, 69-70; leads most into it, Boulder, remote camera operated ... business 
plan for the institute, exciting, OZ moving--he needs a slide projector.. .. 

~-~~-Andrew Cochnn - {)Jll1 YM!C ~ AA..D 
- Sara spoke to on the phone 

Paul Davis 
I will discuss the Techniques developed at HPCC to facilitate Intra and Internet 
applications. In particular, I will discuss the concepts of assembling core applications and 
tele-communications. I will position the role of technology and applications developers as 
it meets the creative or artistic process. I will introduce an electronic commerce solution as 
the next core application for both the internet and value added networks. Project examples 
will include references to ELITE (Grade 5 multi-media social studies, AMEE (distance 
learning), Conceirge (Tourism) and upcoming medical and oil and gas projects. 

Steven deNure 
- expecting today 

Isabel Hoffmann 
The Integrated Future 
Every fifteen years or so, since the early 1950s, computer technology has redefined itself 
and, consequently, shaken the foundations of our culture. This year the revolution is called 
the World Wide Web. This latest incarnation of our increasingly convergent digital 
technology is rapidly taking shape and the opportunities - and perils - for the cultural 
community are multiplying quickly. How can the cultural industries take advantage of the 
potentials and avoid the pitfalls? Can the Web function as a true medium for delivering 
content? Can the Web fulfill the dream of interactive TV? Who are the people who are 
shaping this new revolution? In this presentation, Isabel Hoffmann will introduce the 
players and set the scene for the "next big thing," the Integrated Future. 

Katherine Keating 
I will discuss the philosophy behind their sites - how Marinex is trying to use the Web as a 
true entertainment medium with The East Village, an alternative to print publishing with 
The Biz. 
I will also talk about developing original content for the Web. I can talk about the entire 
process from the conception of the project, to the writing, to physical production ( on
location shots with a 14-actor case in the case of the East Village CyberSoap), to design 
philosophy, to the business aspects of keeping the site afloat 



Fred Klinkhammer 
Context 
1. Facts/figures about the Net: size, increase use in past 18 months,# of Cdn's on the net, 
growth expected. 
2. Where does the Internet fit in the world of new technology? How much is hype? Too 
much - let's talk about what's real, and factual: 
- Interactive TV - shift to PC - Internet - network PC 
- Issue has changed from now whether PC replace TV - to a Shift from TV standards to 
DOS/windows - TCPIP protocols 
- Internet is Bandwidth independent 
3. Security - actually better than the perception - Visa/MC setting international standards 
through SET. 

~- Regulation and the Net - Can the Internet be regulated? How can Canadian interests be 
~ I'rotected? Should they be protected? 

5. One thing is clear: Internet is now the main platform for development/experimentation -
you have to be part of it! 

What we've learned about the Net after 6 months of activity: dos and don'ts 
Use some of News Express research to validate points here, eg.: -
- simplicity critical to consumer use 
- interactivity also vital, especially for younger generation, who will pave the way. 
- control over new interactive services - most appealing factor 
- speed also critical - esp. to generation of channel-zappers 

1. Simplicity important: ability to download quickly/automatically important for users 
brought up on ever-present dail-tone. 
2. Content is where the real business lies - not in access 
3. Adding value critical to success on Net: static information not very useful - must keep 
changing/adding/updating; business similar to any form of information dissemination -
people only want it if its fresh/accurate/timely: must do Something better/smarter/faster than 
on TV if it's to capture an additional market. 
4. Basic shift from traditional TV model: make audience interact with your site: from couch 
to mouse potato. 
One-to one marketing: eg. timeshift TV/ Your News etc. 

Conclusions: Got to be there 
Experiment 
Shift to one-on-one model of program delivery 
Business model will gradually be defined 

Natalie Maclean 
- Sara spoke to on the phone 

Ron Manke 
Ron Manke of Blackstone Multimedia Corporation will relate his experience in bringing 
educational multimedia content to the Web. The presentation will focus on how to employ 
the most involving interactive media on the Web without compromising quality and 
effective communication. Ron will describe Blackstone's latest endeavour, "The Living 
Dinosaur Project", which is being developed in collaboration with the Royal Tyrell 
Museum and Tohaventa Holdings. This project will be an interactive paleontogical dig 
delivered via the Internet to schools in 1997. 



Marvin Polis 
On the Edge of the Multi-Million Channel Universe 
At this provocative session you'll see it with your own eyes and hear it with your own 
ears. Live FM quality radio stations ... CD quality music-on-demand service ... Live 
Concerts ... Web publications.. Even voice conversations and rudimentary video 
broadcasting! All via the Internet. 
So what? 
Well, it's a digital world where anything goes and anyone can publish or broadcast 
anything they want. Welcome to the wide world of broadcasting and publishing where is 
are no gatekeepers ... no borders .. and no rules. So far. 

Willi Powell 
Assumptions: 
l. Want to move beyond text. 
2. Sell services to 4 distinct audiences 
l. Internal corporate 
fancy systems for getting PRIVATE info 
minimal graphic needs 
max systems design need 
2. External corporate 
3. Service provider 
4. Small business 

What are the design Challenges? 
1. Figuring out your Customers needs - good examples. 
Customers needs a dedicated resources to do it well. 
Southam - Moving its information business to the WWW 
UPS - Track shipping 
IBM - Technology information 
BWM - Marketing 
Cerberus - By-pass current royal schemes for music industry 
Grammies - Supplement current viewing experience 
Me - Staying in touch 
2. Keeping up with Change 
Pages are being measured in Web years 
Last summers work needs to be redone (LO to 3.0 in one year) 
Software outdates itself very quickly keep custom stuff to a minimum. 
3. Designing a site that is Maintainable 
4. Good loging of assets 
5. Testing time 
FTP to a UNIX box can really slow the testing process 
6. Creative limiting Data formats 
Text: What about font contorl? 
Graphics: GIF vs JPG 
Sound: AIFF vs Moov vs AU 
Animation:Shockwave vs Gif89 
Video: Moov vs MPG 
7. Few tools for the creative folks 
Most tools are for the UNIX savvy - this has changed 
Current tools are somewhat akin to DOS back in 1981 
New visual tools will emerge 
8. Understanding Bandwidth of customer 
Low bandwidth--> more text 
Higher bandwidth --> more graphical 



Making it Happen 
Scope: What it takes to get online. 
Apples Mission: (focus on Communication) 
Apple will be a leader in providing simple, powerful, high-quality 
information products and services for people who create, communicate, and 
learn. 
Apples Product Lines (All products will do Ml\1 and Internet) 
Appliances - under 1000$ 
Mainstream Macintosh 
Power Book 
High-end/Servers 
Imaging/Visualization peripherals 

Apples Assumptions for success (Paradigms are changing) 
Publishing model will merge with digital media authoring 
Convergence of the indutries will resolve around the internet and 
pervasive Ml\1 computing 
Emergence of a sub-PC market for information products for educators and 
info seekers. This means Newton and PIPPIN will also focus on the Ml\1 and 
internet. 
Network chart shows the NET and the ways of connecting. 

Doug Rushkoff 
- Sara spoke to on thephone 

Bill Sweetman 
Web Creativity: An Oxymoron? 
The World Wide Web is an exciting new medium for creative people who embrace its 
interactive nature. What is the Web capable of today ... and tomorrow? Will the giant 
media conglomerates end up dominating this new medium? What are the opportunities for 
artists, writers, filmmakers, and video producers? And do you have to be a technical 
wizard to get involved? 

Marina Zurkow 
The Internet-- primarily the world wide web and email-- is remarkable in its paradoxes. All 
its content is accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and it imparts a sense of absolute 
immediacy. But you have to have access, making a huge gap between those who have 
access and those who do not. This is not only an economic, class-based division, but also 
an ideological division between the Luddites and the Digerati. There is a third group of 
have-nots, more want-nots, who have no need or use for computer communications, but 
feel a need to apologize for this and fear that they will be "left out" of something that will 
ultimately become as ubiquitous as the telephone or the television. But for the purpose of 
this presentation, I am going to focus on those who have or want access to the Internet for 
communication and entertainment. I am going to talk primarily about interface design, 
demo some sites I have worked on both commercially and for myself on the web, and then 
talk briefly about other Internet applications. 
Because of the internet's novelty, and lack of precedent, the process of content creation is 
in a very naked way distributed evenly across design/ technology/ and what you might 
traditionally call content-- the story, the message, or the intent. The Web and its production 
processes are still extremely clunky as a medium; its components don't fit seamlessly 
together, and there is no aesthetic or technological backbone in place, the way in video or 
print or film production for instance you can take a certain amount of technology and even 
aesthetics as a given-- or at least you understand the steps, and there are rules you can 
choose to break, and ways to match budget to choices. 



On the Internet, technology is scattered, bandwidth is low, browsers are all different-- there 
is no way to control what your work will look like to all users, and it takes this almost 
cowgirl mentality to go out and "wrangle" plug-ins and freeware and new apps-- the things 
you can use to create and view or hear things on the web, like real audio 2.0, gif builder, 
shockwave, the palace, java beta versions of netscape, aol's browser, ms network's 
browser, movie view, and so on, then they constantly crash your vulnerable computer as 
you try to implement them ... 


